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Abstract
The context of this study is the increasing need for public transport as issues over high
private vehicle usage are becoming increasingly obvious. Public transport services need to
compete with private transport to improve patronage, and issues with reliability need to be
addressed. Bus bunching affects reliability through disruptions to the scheduled headways.
The purpose of this study was to collect and analyse data to compare how travel time and
dwell time vary, to explore the variation of key variables, and to better understand the
sources of these variations. The Orbiter bus service in Christchurch was used as a case study,
as it is particularly vulnerable to bus bunching. The dwell time was found to be more variable
than travel time. It appeared the Canterbury earthquake had significantly reduced the
average speeds for the Orbiter service.
In 1964, Newell and Potts described a basic bus bunching theory, which was used as the
basis for an Excel bus bunching model. This model allows input variables to vary
stochastically. Random values were generated from four specified distributions derived from
manually collected data, allowing variance across all bus platforms and buses. However the
complexity resulted in stability and difficulty in achieving convergence, so the model was run
in single Monte Carlo simulations. The outputs were realistic and showed a higher degree of
bunching behaviour than previous models. The model demonstrated bunching phenomena
that had not been observed in previous models, including spontaneously un-pairing,
overtaking of buses delayed at platforms, and odd-numbered bunches of three buses.
Furthermore, the study identified areas of further research for data collection and model
development.
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Glossary
Arrival rate

The rate at which passengers arrive at a bus platform between
successive buses to be collected, typically measured by assuming a
uniform arrival rate of passengers throughout the headway
(passengers per minute). Arrival rate varies in time and for each
platform.

Average Speed

The speed of a bus measured by taking the total distance travelled and
dividing by the total time taken, including time spent stopped at bus
platforms (km/h).

Boarding rate

The rate at which passengers board a bus, defined in this study as the
time it takes a queue of passengers to each step onto the bus, pay
their fare and turn from the driver to begin taking a seat, allowing the
next waiting passenger to board (i.e. 6 passengers board in 0.8 minutes
= 7.5 passengers per minute). This variable is typically assumed to be
constant in time and space.

CBD

Central Business District

CCC

Christchurch City Council

Dwell time

Time spent stationary at a bus stop for the purpose of allowing
passengers to alight and board (essentially boarding time as this is
generally a slower process) and any extra time spent stopped for any
reason (non-boarding time).

ECan

Environment Canterbury, the Regional Council for Canterbury, which is
responsible for contracting out public transport bus operations in
Christchurch City.

Headway

The difference between arrival times of two buses following each
other on the same route. The fundamental basis of scheduling is to
keep bus headways regular. The Orbiter bus service runs at 10 minute
headways between 7am and 7pm.
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In-motion Speed

The average speed of a bus measured by taking the total distance
travelled and dividing by the time spent in motion, excluding time
spent stopped at bus platforms (km/h).

k value

The dimensionless ratio of the arrival rate to the boarding rate, which
when multiplied by the bus headway gives the time spent boarding at
a stop.

Layover

The time spent stationary by the bus between route sections, often for
drivers to have a break or for drivers to change shifts. For the Orbiter
bus route, layover occurs at Timing Points, for the dual purpose of
waiting for schedule slack to elapse and for breaks.

NZTA

New Zealand Transport Agency, a Crown Agency responsible for
funding the country’s State Highways and partial funding of the District
Council roads.

Bus platform

A piece of infrastructure specifically for the use of passengers of a bus
service on the side of a road where a bus route runs. A platform may
include a seat, a ‘BusFinder’ or variable message signs to show real
time estimates of arrival time, relevant bus route schedules and ‘bus
stop’ signage. A platform may also be commonly called a bus stop,
however platform was used here to clearly make a distinction between
the noun ‘a bus stop’ and the verb for the ‘bus to stop’.

TP

Timing Point; a platform where the bus may stop to wait for schedule
slack to lapse and a place where the driver may take a short break.
There are 8 of these timing points out of a total of 100 bus platforms
for the Orbiter bus service.

@RISK

Risk analysis software used as an Add-in for Microsoft Excel created by
Palisade Corporation. The software allows distribution fitting for input
variables and running of Monte Carlo simulations. The version used in
this study was Version 5.7.0 Industrial Version.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
There is increasing need for public transport as issues over high private vehicle usage are
becoming increasingly obvious. Public transport services need to compete with private
transport in the views of potential passengers, so that patronage rates improve. Since the
1960’s, a good deal of work was done on the subject of bus service reliability and bus
bunching. This work is becoming increasing relevant as more focus is put on public transport
as a solution by policy makers.
Literature on the topic of bus bunching discusses ways of measuring reliability and sources
agree that reliability is the leading concern for passengers. Reliability is easily and commonly
measured through passenger waiting time. It is appropriate to use a measure most relevant
to passengers, as passenger perception and expectation will ultimately dictate patronage,
and hence the economic viability of the service. Bus bunching affects waiting time through
disruptions to the scheduled headways. There are many proposed solutions for the bus
bunching problem in literature, and some of these solutions have been adopted in
Christchurch bus services.
In 1964, Newell and Potts described a basic bus bunching theory, which was used as the
basis for a spreadsheet model created by Kong in 2004, and developed by Chen, L-Q. in
2011. Kong (2004) extended the basic Newell and Potts theory to allow paired buses to
‘leap-frog’, which happens to practice and becomes a bunched pair. The model used the
Orbiter bus service in Christchurch as a case study, although it was kept fairly generalised in
terms of its input values. Kong’s model included a series of 20 buses travelling to 96 bus
stops in hour at 10 minute headways, with an assumed constant boarding rate, constant
distance between stops, and assumed travel speed distribution, evaluated for a range of
possible ratios of arrival rate to boarding rate (k values). Kong’s model did not include any
variation between buses and only allowed for variation in travel speed for each platform,
essentially allocating a constant travel speed for each link. Chen, L-Q. (2011) took Kong’s
model and added a boarding rate distribution from data he collected, allowing boarding rate
to vary for each platform but not for each bus, essentially defining fixed boarding rates for
1

each platform. Since both models still forced the first bus to be arbitrarily delayed by one
minute as the only source of delay, the bus bunching exhibited was purely a result of the
initial forced delay and not from natural stochastic behaviour of the input variables, of which
delay results in reality.
1.2. Research Objectives
The purpose of this study is chiefly to collect and analyse data in order to compare how the
travel time and the dwell time vary for a typical urban bus service, to explore the variation of
key operational variables, and to better understand the sources of these variations. By
collecting data from an urban circumferential bus service, The Orbiter, it was aimed to
improve a spreadsheet model created by Kong in 2004 and developed by Chen, L-Q. in 2011
to simulate bus bunching.
“The tendency of the current literature is either to only focus on the surface causes *of bus
bunching+ or to rely on simulation to create results instead of model formulation”
(Pilachowski, 2009, p. i). This study aims to improve the bus bunching model formulation by
allowing the input variables to behave stochastically, as suggested by Newell and Potts
(1964), upon whose theory the model is based. The developed model could then be used to
predict: where bus bunching is most likely; how many buses would be affected; the most
influential variables; the effect of different conditions and proposed solutions; and to test
the validity of the underlying theory.
In a wider context, this study aims to provide guidance to public transport policy makers and
operators aiming to reduce the variability of travel time and dwell time, and particularly
upon which variable to focus. By reducing variability of travel time and dwell time, the
tendency for bus bunching can be reduced and service quality can be improved, in the hopes
of boosting patronage. Patronage of public transport is an important aspect of seeking
solutions to the issues associated with high private vehicle use. Furthermore, the study aims
to identify areas of further research for data collection and model development.

2

1.3. Report Outline
This report will discuss relevant sources of literature and the implications that these sources
have on this study in the Literature Review section. The Research Method section will
explain the interpretation, collection and analysis of ‘The Orbiter’ bus operation data and
consequent updating of the bus bunching model input variables. The Results and Discussion
section will show and discuss the analysis results and discuss the study as a whole. The
Conclusions will outline the study findings, identify limitations and make recommendations
for further research.
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2. Literature Review
A brief introduction to the history of public transport is presented and the increasing
importance of modern public transport is discussed. This discussion sets the scene for
understanding the relevance of bus services and why bus bunching is a topical issue.
Literature on the subject of bus bunching, its consequences on reliability, and possible
solutions are reviewed and summarised below.

2.1. The Role of Public Transport
Public transport generally refers to an organised service involving regular movements of a
certain type of vehicle to transport members of the public. In this way, taxi services and
chartered services are excluded. Public transport for a region is usually funded and organised
by a governing authority; in New Zealand this responsibility is placed with the Regional
Councils.
Public transport has long been considered an important means of providing an alternative to
private transport in urban centres. In the 1660’s horse drawn omnibuses were used to
transport passengers, before horse drawn rail coaches, steam trains, trams, trolley buses,
ferries and underground railways were developed, all to carry passengers within urban
centres. Nowadays, public transport modes typically include motorised buses, trains, trams
and light rail, ferries, subways, gondolas and cable cars, powered by either fossil fuels or
electricity. For travel between cities, high speed rail and aeroplane are common modes. In
Christchurch City, the public transport system is based upon primarily upon bus services and
a few ferries, while a tram and gondola have been operating for tourism purposes. There is
currently some debate about the feasibility of establishing a light rail network, and this was
identified in the CCC Draft Central City Plan (August 2011), following a series of earthquakes
in 2010 and 2011 that severely damaged the city.
The way our modern cities are structured has arguably developed out of a prevalence of the
private motor vehicle, meaning that we have become accustomed to travelling longer
distances for work, education, goods and leisure. As a result, our cities are less dense than
4

those of the 1600’s for example, where horse powered vehicles were entirely feasible. The
relatively affordable prices of both cars and petrol promoted high private vehicle ownership
rates, and New Zealand has the third highest in the world at 82%, compared to the USA at
90% and Saudi Arabia at 86% (The Nielsen Company [Worldwide Market Researchers],
2007). The Western world has become unsustainably dependent on the private vehicle.
The increasing issues over high private vehicle usage include congestion, fuel consumption
rates, vehicle emissions, safety concerns and wider environmental impacts. Congestion
causes delay and is detrimental to economic development, and increases vehicle emissions.
Amid rising fuel prices, the so called ‘peak oil crisis’ has generated pressure to find solutions
to both reduce current fuel consumption and to find alternate fuel sources. Meanwhile,
vehicle emissions as a result of combusting fossil fuels are becoming a more recognised issue
in itself, as concerns about the environment and public health are voiced. According to
calculations by Frith (1978), a diesel powered bus carrying 6 passengers is equally energy
efficient as a typical New Zealand light vehicle, per person-km for urban travel. Accident
rates generally increase with higher traffic flows, resulting from higher driver frustration,
more conflict opportunities, unintended use of local streets and conflict with non-motorised
modes. Wider environmental impacts from increasing private vehicle use relate to
construction of more roads, production of more cars, and more air, light and noise pollution.
Land use issues arise when the pressure for more parking, more motorways, wider
motorways and longer motorways is caused by attempts to satisfy demand, alleviate
congestion and increase capacity of the existing road network.
With respect to Christchurch, the NZTA states that people in Christchurch have the highest
rate of car ownership in New Zealand, and “around 4,000 vehicles get stuck in congestion in
Christchurch every day. If traffic continues to grow at the same rate there will be 12,500
vehicles a day sitting in congestion in the next decade. This has serious implications for
transportation, and the environment” (NZTA, accessed 2012).
Hence urban public transport is increasingly being addressed as part of a solution to these
issues. Public transport initiatives act primarily by reducing the total number of vehicles
using the roads, as “a full bus equates to 40 fewer cars on the road” (NZTA, accessed 2012),
but public transport also acts to reduce the fuel usage and environmental impact per person,
5

and can give transport planners a degree of influence in travel demand and land
development. But it must be recognised by operating authorities that a public transport
service will only be utilised if it competes favourably with private transport in the perception
of potential passengers. “A quality bus system that is reliable, safe, comfortable and
convenient offers a real alternative to driving cars, and a solution to help reduce congestion.
To encourage more people to travel by bus, travel times need to be more reliable” (NZTA,
accessed 2012). Clearly we need to do much better, as currently “New Zealanders make only
about 2% of their journeys by bus and fewer than 1% by rail” (Statistics New Zealand, 2012).

2.2. Use of Buses
Buses, in their basic concept, have always been a popular mode for public transport. Buses
do not require a great investment in the way of specialised infrastructure, needing only the
existing roads, a bus fleet, bus stops and a bus depot. Buses are relatively cheap to run and
maintain, they do not pose significant safety issues and drivers can be easily trained. Bus
services are flexible in terms of scheduling, routing and operation; buses can be equipped
with modern technology to take fares electronically and buses do not cause great additional
impact to roads and surrounding traffic. Buses can also be powered on alternative sources of
fuel such as ‘biodiesel’, as done by Leopard buses in Christchurch since 2010 (MetroInfo,
2012).
It is important to understand how we can improve public transport bus services to increase
their appeal and patronage, so that the benefits they offer are realised to their full potential.
In particular, Newell and Potts (1964) declare “the maintaining of a regular schedule is
important for the satisfaction and efficient operation of a bus service” (p. 388). Chapman
(1976) also says “the essence of reliability lies in the principle well established in the bus
industry, of keeping a schedule, published or unpublished, which is usually designed to keep
even headways between buses where the service is all frequent” (p. 3).

Hence, it is no

surprise that reliability of bus services is considered “high on list of people’s preferences”
(Chapman, 1976, p.3).
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2.3. Bus Bunching
The phenomena of bus bunching has been observed and discussed widely since the 1960’s.
Since then, there has been a large amount of work done on the topic, which is becoming
increasingly relevant as transport planners turn to public transport to solve emerging issues.
Irregularity, or variation in waiting time, caused by a tendency for bunching, appears to be
one of the most critical aspects for passengers determining how reliable a service is
(Chapman, 1976).
Newell and Potts (1964) describe bus bunching as “the way in which a deviation from the
regular schedule tends to amplify and give off-schedule running of buses.” Bus bunching is
an intuitive term used to describe the situation when two or more buses catch up with one
another, so that their scheduled headways are lost and passengers waiting at bus platforms
will experience variation in waiting time.
Newell and Potts (1964) proposed that if one bus in a service experiences a random delay for
any reason, then the headway between that bus and the bus in front is extended, so that
more passengers will have arrived for the delayed bus to collect, an effect which continues
to further delay the bus at subsequent bus stops. In addition, the headway between the
delayed bus and the following bus is reduced, so that the following bus has fewer passengers
to collect, and it eventually catches up the delayed bus until the two buses are paired, or
bunched.
Furthermore, because the delayed bus has ‘pulled’ the following bus ahead, the second
following bus may experience longer headways and so on, and a second pair may be formed.
The initial delay may then propagate down the series of buses in the service causing further
bunching. However, Newell and Potts (1964) state this second order bunching effect
depends upon the k value, the ratio of the arrival rate to the boarding rate, so that if the
value of k is less than 0.5, the attenuations seen from a certain platform are stable and the
tendency for bunching is reduced for the following buses. Otherwise if the k value is greater
than 0.5, the attenuations are unstable and the initial delay is magnified down the
consecutive buses. This highlights the need to reduce the arrival rate or increase the
boarding rate; an example of the latter being the introduction of the ‘MetroCard’ in
7

Christchurch, which electronically deducts fares. Huddart (1973) notes that one-man
operations where one driver collects all fares will have a lower boarding rate and hence a
higher k value, although buses with two doors to allow alighting from a second door will be
more efficient (Huddart, 1973). Huddart (1973) also acknowledged that there must be a
sufficient route length for a service to be considered effectively continuous, to allow
bunching attenuations to propagate.
The Newell and Potts (1964) theory of how bus bunching occurs is simplistic and makes
many assumptions, although Newell and Potts state that their model is not meant “to try
present a realistic picture of the way in which buses actually operate, but to show how offschedule running can occur.” Newell and Potts (1964) also state that in reality “one would
expect that k [the ratio of arrival rate to boarding rate] and T [travel time] would really be
time dependent stochastic variables varying for m *buses+ and n *bus stops+” (p. 392). That is
to say that the time spent stopped and time spent travelling for each bus at each platform
both vary in time, meaning reality is rather more complex than their basic model.
If we can adequately model a bus service with respect to bus bunching, then we can predict
the headways, average and maximum time waited, schedule deviance and understand the
variability of these parameters under different operating conditions. Thus a model can help
to measure reliability, and to identify which variables most influence bus bunching for
service planners to focus upon in exploring solutions.

2.4. Service Reliability
A schedule is usually designed to maintain even headways between buses where a service is
at all frequent (Chapman, 1976). The context of this report is urban bus services, with a case
study of the Orbiter bus service where the scheduled frequency is kept regular at 10
minutes. For a service with a regular scheduled headway, reliability is directly related to
regularity. There is a distinction between regularity and reliability; regularity precisely refers
to the “actual evenness of headways”, while reliability is used in a broad context here and
basically means the ability “to be relied upon to perform a required function” (Chapman,
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1976). As Chapman (1976) points out, a service with irregularly scheduled headways can still
be reliable, although irregular schedules are uncommon in an urban context.
Irregularity in a bus service increases variation in headways, which results in a tendency for
bunching. “Both the operator and the passenger seek reliability from the buses” (Chapman,
1976). For operators, the adverse affects of irregularity include: uneven loadings on buses,
unpredictable journey and waiting times for passengers and unpredictable layover times for
drivers. (Frith, 1978). The effect of irregularity on passengers can be three-fold: the waiting
time may be lengthened, the comfort of the journey may adversely affected due to load
imbalances, and arrival time at the destination becomes less predictable (Frith, 1978).
Understandably, service irregularity generates confusion, frustration and a perception of
lack of reliability, ultimately deterring passengers from using the service; it is obvious why
passengers value regularity, and reliability, so highly (Chapman, 1976; Frith 1978).
Measurement of reliability is an important way of estimating the quality of a service.
Chapman (1976) discusses many possible metrics of reliability, and concludes that “time
spent by passengers waiting at a bus stop for a bus is probably the most often used index of
reliability” (p. 8). The waiting time index can be either found as the average waiting time
(AWT), which can be estimated from half the average headway or found from the excess
waiting time (EWT). Refer to the Equations 1 and 2 below, where COV is the coefficient of
variation of waiting times (i.e. the standard deviation divided by the mean).
Equation 1: The average waiting time.
𝐴𝑊𝑇 =

1
. 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑤𝑎𝑦 . 1 + 𝐶𝑂𝑉 2
2

Equation 2: The excess waiting time.
𝐸𝑊𝑇 =

1
. 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑤𝑎𝑦 . 𝐶𝑂𝑉 2
2

There are issues that Huddart (1973) raises with using the AWT, because this expression
assumes that passengers arrive randomly (uniformly on average) during the headway
between buses, when in reality passengers tend to arrive in greater numbers at a stop just
before the bus arrives. Non-uniform arrival rates means wait times are lower, and tend to be
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more common in more reliable, less frequent services with published schedules. For this
reason, Chapman (1976) advises that use of the AWT is only likely to be justified for frequent
services with headways less than 10 minutes. Finding the AWT using this expression is very
simple, but it means the AWT tends to be overestimated. A disadvantage with the AWT is
that it “tells us little about the proportion of people who wait much longer than expected.”
The EWT measures the difference between the expected waiting time and how long
passengers actually wait. Another disadvantage of the AWT index, which may be common to
other alternative indices in fact, is few studies of bus operations collect data from direct
observations of passengers waiting, and instead usually the headway distribution has been
counted and the AWT estimated using Equation 1 above (Chapman, 1976).
It may seem simplistic to assume that waiting time is the best measure for reliability.
However, of the various indices that Chapman (1976) discussed, it is important to remember
that passenger perception and expectation will ultimately determine patronage rates and
therefore success of a service, so a reliability index relevant to the passengers is logical. It is
also important that the index be measurable and objective, where waiting time is an
objective and easily and commonly obtained metric.
It should be noted that waiting time, and hence perception and expectation, of passengers
will vary depending on their usage. For example a daily commuter that always experiences
peak periods, a passenger that has planned their journey from a schedule or one who arrives
simply to catch the next bus, a passenger who catches a bus in order to catch a connecting
service, and of course a passenger’s trip purpose will influence their value of time.
2.4.1. Solutions to Bus Bunching
Although solutions to bus bunching were not directly explored in this study, it is worthwhile
to describe the range of solutions that have been tried and solutions that have been
proposed in literature. The solutions relevant to the Orbiter bus service case study are
identified and discussed.
Newell and Potts (1976) describe several compensating factors that in reality help offset the
bunching tendency. These factors are: drivers may be able to see delayed buses ahead and
resist pairing; a delayed bus may eventually fill and then skip bus stops to make up time;
10

waiting at stops if a bus is running early; and allowing paired buses to pass one other. These
things may happen naturally and particularly with experienced drivers who are familiar with
the service. However, even with these compensating factors, reality shows that bus
bunching is still a common problem, so solutions are still being sought and evaluated.
The various methods for improving regularity of bus services can be divided into two
categories: “those used to prevent disturbances occurring, such as: bus priority at traffic
lights; bus-only lanes and bus corridors; improved information at bus stops, and those used
to correct disturbances, such as: headway control by scheduling, hindway control (that is,
control of headway with the bus behind), curtailment, relief buses, reduction of stop-time by
preventing passengers from boarding; missing out stops (not very popular); and rapid
detection of breakdowns” (Golshani, 1983). Note that the methods for reducing
disturbances only affect the regularity of service indirectly as they are primarily directed at
speeding up services (Golshani, 1983).
Huddart (1976) explored some other possible solutions to bus bunching, suggesting that
buses could be allowed to ‘turn short’ of their usual destinations if they are in a bunch to fill
a gap in the return route. The issues Huddart (1976) identified in this solution were the need
to anticipate the turn, provision of duty shifts, and the later impact on the service.
The study by Golshani (1983) into the effects of different overtaking rules upon scheduled
and unscheduled urban bus services was carried out using computer models. The model
simulated bus operation strategies with or without overtaking and possibly parallel loading.
Golshani (1983) found overtaking in unscheduled services reduced the journey time of the
buses but resulted in a higher degree of irregularity in the service. Scheduled services, in
contrast, appeared to be more reliable when overtaking was permitted. In such services,
allowing overtaking reduced the waiting times of passengers as a result of faster journeys
and a more regular service (Golshani, 1983).
Another study by Pilachowski (2009) proposed a new approach to solving the bus bunching
problem by using the GPS data to allow the buses to cooperate with each other and
determine their speed based on relative position. Pilachowski (2009) critically noted that
“with GPS installed on many buses throughout the world, the data is only being used for
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monitoring and informing the user” (p. i), and this technology can be better used
(Pilachowski, 2009).
An idea from the author of this study is to utilise modern technology by logging of origins
and destinations before a trip is made, perhaps at bus platforms or using wireless internet.
Waiting passengers would indicate where they are waiting or will wait for pick up, and their
intended destination platform. With this information, a central control station can log the
demand and better coordinate the buses and available priory measures to cater for these
passengers in the case of bunching and congestion. Short-cutting and schedule catch up
could then be anticipated and formalised. The constraint for this solution would be cost of
implementing the technology at platforms and processing and utilising the data at a central
station, however such real-time technology currently exists.
As well as better control systems and provision of spare buses, Huddart (1976) suggested
that future analysis should include economic analysis, “so that it is possible to compare the
value of time spent by passengers travelling and waiting, and the saving in operating costs
which would be achieved by providing a better service with fewer vehicles” (p. 594).
Inevitably, the economics of any proposed solutions will determine whether it will be
implemented in practice.
2.4.2. Solutions to Bus Bunching in Christchurch
“The New Zealand Transport Agency, along with Environment Canterbury and the
Christchurch City Council, are installing a network of bus lanes and bus priority measures to
improve travel time reliability and thereby make bus use more attractive” (NZTA, accessed
2012). The various bus priority measures in Christchurch are primarily aimed at reducing
disturbances by allowing buses to avoid queuing and delays along congested arterials. These
include traffic signal control with buses let go before other vehicles at intersections (for
example the corner of Colombo Street and Moorhouse Avenue) and bus lanes (Papanui,
Shirley, Hills Roads and Colombo Street to name a few).
One of the most widely employed approaches to correct disturbances is headway control, or
‘slacks and holds’ (Chen, J., 2010). This approach is currently implemented in Christchurch
with designated Timing Points for buses to wait if necessary. This approach uses extra time,
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or slack, which is deliberately introduced into the schedule, and whenever buses are running
early they are held back, idling at Timing Points until the schedule slack has lapsed. Another
form of the ‘slacks and holds’ approach is to wait until a specified headway is achieved; this
may be more effective, although it would require each driver to have access to and monitor
real-time GPS data (Chen, J., 2010). Note that the ‘slacks and holds’ approach will inevitably
result in reduced efficiency, longer journeys and frustration when idling, and it is a rather
inelegant solution that does not take advantage of modern technology. Daganzo (2009)
notes that this approach will “often fail because practical amounts of slack cannot prevent
large localized disruptions from spreading system-wide” (p. 913). Instead Daganzo (2009)
proposes an adaptive control scheme “to dynamically determine bus holding times at a
route’s *timing+ points based on real-time headway information. The method requires less
slack than the conventional, schedule-based approach to produce headways within a given
tolerance. This allows buses to travel faster than with the conventional approach, reducing
in-vehicle passenger delay and increasing bus productivity” (Daganzo, 2009).
Another approach used in Christchurch bus services to correct disturbances is to allow late
buses to miss stops in order to gain time and let a following bus pick up waiting passengers.
This approach is unlikely to be formally adopted by the service operators but may be rather
a way of coping that drivers use at their discretion, probably in peak conditions. It is widely
agreed that while the approach of skipping waiting passengers is straightforward and
effective, it is frustrating and confusing to the missed passengers. If the buses missing stops
could adequately inform the missing passengers that another bus was shortly behind in
some way, “perhaps they might hang a cheery "service is on the way" sign to calm waiting
passengers”, then at least the impact of passenger perception and expectation can
minimised (Fischer, 2007).

2.5. The Orbiter Bus Service
The Orbiter bus service is a circumferential bus service travelling both clockwise and
anticlockwise around Christchurch City, its route enclosing the CBD in the centre. The
circumferential service complements 33 radial bus services which travel cross the centre of
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the city, accessing the bus exchange within the CBD. There are two other services, besides
the Orbiter, which do not access the city centre; the Comet and the MetroStar.
The Orbiter bus service was introduced in 2000 and was an instant success. “The Orbiters are
breaking all previous patronage records, carrying almost 50,000 passengers in a single
month” (NZine, accessed 2012). "The improvements people wanted can be summarised in
four words: frequency, connection, speed and quality. [Environment Canterbury worked] on
all of these, and in response passengers [were] piling on” (NZine accessed 2012). This
success showed how responsive the community to improvements in service quality, and
confirms that service quality is linked to patronage rates. Since the first the Metro Strategy
for Christchurch in 1998, a number of significant improvements have been implemented,
such as: the introduction of the Orbiter, integrated ticketing with the Metrocard, Real Time
information at bus stops, bike racks on buses, biodiesel bus trials, more modern buses, more
routes and higher service frequencies (ECan, 2010). This has all contributed to significant
patronage growth, with the number of annual passenger trips almost doubling in the last ten
years (ECan, 2010).
The Orbiter route is 36 km in length, with a loop time ranging between 1 hour 20 minutes
(off peak) and 1 hour 50 minutes (on peak) for a typical weekday. The adjacent land use of
the service varies greatly, ranging from mostly residential to busy commercial areas, from
schools to hospitals. There are eight Timing Points (TP’s) across the route; these TP’s are
used for layover, for buses to wait for schedule slack to elapse if early and to provide points
of reference for scheduling. The TP’s (in anticlockwise order) are: Eastgate Mall, the Palms
Mall, Northlands Mall, the University of Canterbury, Westfield Mall, Barrington Mall,
Princess Margaret Hospital, and St. Martins shops. The service starts at Eastgate at the
beginning of the day, as the service depot is close by, and drivers change shifts at Tower
Junction, between Westfield Mall and Barrington Mall TP’s. Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2 show
the route map from MetroInfo (2011), and the bus service timetable from MetroInfo (2011)
can be found in the Appendix A.
Because the Orbiter bus service operates in a loop and runs effectively continuously all day,
it is particularly susceptible to bus bunching. This is why this service was chosen as a case
study to explore the bus bunching phenomenon. From anecdotal observations and
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observations made during data collection, four buses bunching is the worst observed for the
service. This assumption was used by Kong (2004) when she set up the bus bunching
spreadsheet model; so that the model fails when two pairs of buses bunching is predicted.

Figure 2-1: A map of the Orbiter bus service route shown in green; note the scale of the
service with the city and the CBD enclosed by the route (MetroInfo, 2011)
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Figure 2-2: A map of the Orbiter bus service route in red, with the eight TP’s labelled.
(MetroInfo, 2011)
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3. Research Method
The interpretation and analysis method of data provided by Environment Canterbury (ECan),
a regional council of New Zealand, is described in Section 3.1. The data provided by ECan had
already been processed and was aggregated so that its use for analysis was limited, although
the average speeds were able to be calculated. Manual data collection from surveying the
Orbiter bus service is described in terms of the collection method, the definition of variables
and calculation of variables in Section 3.2. It was necessary to manually collect more detailed
data on the Orbiter bus service operations, which allowed more service characteristics to be
estimated and analysed. The limitations of the bus bunching model created by Kong (2004)
and developed by Chen, L-Q. (2011) are described in Section 3.3. The model was developed
by improving the inputs using the estimated distributions of variables obtained from the
manually collected data.

3.1. Environment Canterbury Data
The data provided by ECan was a summary of all the Orbiter bus movements for the
anticlockwise direction in the period June 2009 to November 2009. The data was averaged
for each section of the route following each TP. The data was aggregated for trips beginning
in each hour for each month, beginning at 5am and ending at 12am. The data collected in
the months of June and October was more detailed and showed data aggregated for each
hour for each day of these months. The data had been partially processed before it was
obtained in spreadsheet format. The data showed the number of trips for which the data
was averaged for each TP, the percentage travel time, the average layover, the average
departure difference, the average actual travel, and the average arrival difference.
3.1.1. Interpretation
The interpretation of this data processing did require a degree of inference of the terms
used; these terms were assumed to be used as they are typically defined in literature. The
data definitions were interpreted as follows:
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The percentage travel time was taken to mean the average percentage of buses that
were continuously ‘in service’ after leaving a TP; this data included buses where
drivers were finishing shifts, so zero values were common at the end of the service
near midnight. Some of the percentage travel time data values were also fairly low
during the middle of the day, especially for the Barrington Mall TP; this is likely
related to the driver change over location at Tower Junction. It was observed that
when changing over, drivers appeared to log out of an on-board computer system,
which was probably used to record journey data which was provided by ECan. This
means that although the drivers changed over and the bus itself continued travelling,
the data was likely to have been recorded as two ‘buses’ ending and beginning
service.



Layover is typically the time in a bus service that is intended for drivers to take as
breaks at TP’s, which could be partly due to slack time deliberately introduced into
the schedule, measured in minutes.



The average departure difference was taken as the average time buses left the TP
after the scheduled time, positive being late and measured in minutes.



The average actual travel was taken as the average actual time spent in service after
leaving the TP, measured in minutes.



The average arrival difference was taken as the average time buses arrived at the TP
after the scheduled time, positive being late and measured in minutes.

It was noted that the average departure difference was almost always positive and the
average actual travel time was less than the scheduled travel time, due to slack time
consistently built into the schedule. The average arrival difference was a smaller value than
the departure difference and was approximately equally as often a positive or negative in
value.
3.1.2. Analysis
Because the data supplied by ECan was entirely aggregated into route sections after each TP,
it was not possible to determine the dwell time or in-motion travel time. The data did allow
the averaged average speeds to be found for each TP, by taking the distance between TP’s,
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measured using Google Earth, and dividing by the average actual travel time. This calculation
for the average speed included time spent stopped at bus platforms, so would be lower than
the in-motion travel speed. Comparison of the average speeds between TP’s will allow any
variations along the route sections to be identified.

3.2. Manual Data Collection
It was necessary to manually collect data from on-board the Orbiter bus service so that
sufficiently detailed data could be obtained at each bus platform, instead of data that had
been aggregated by TP’s as given by ECan. This detailed data allowed the estimation of
distributions of important operational variables, including the in-motion travel time and
dwell time.
The anticlockwise Orbiter service was surveyed to allow comparison between the ECan data
and the manually collected data. While both directions would have been of interest, the
service is not expected to vary significantly between directions and hence most the data
collected could be applied to the service generally.
The manual data collection was conducted over five weekdays, from Thursday 15 December
to Wednesday 21 December 2011, totalling over 20 hours and 12.5 loops of the service. The
data was collected continuously for five periods ranging from 2 to 5 hours, with each data
collection period beginning at a different time of day. The variation of data collection periods
was deliberate, so to obtain data covering both on-peak and off-peak from 7.40am to
7.30pm and also to sample different times of the route timetable. The data collection
periods are summarised in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: Manual data collection periods
Day and Date
Thursday 15 December 2011
Friday 16 December 2011
Monday 19 December 2011
Tuesday 20 December 2011
Wednesday 21 December 2011
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Time period
15:12 – 16:59
15:37 – 19:32
11:23 – 16:09
8:32 – 13:23
7:40 – 12:20

Total Minutes
107
235
286
291
280

Weather
Overcast, rain ceased
Overcast, some drizzle
Cloudy and crisp, some sun
Clear and fine
Cloudy and warm

Due to the time of year that this study was being conducted, the traffic patterns were
seasonal as the Christmas holidays were approximately one week away. The expected
impact was less notable traffic peaks, with workers and school students beginning their
holiday break, and more traffic around shopping centres. This is a constraint that could not
be avoided and must be considered when analysing the collected data.
It should be noted that a detour in place during data collection, due to road works on
Gamblins Road in St Martins. The anticlockwise buses took a detour to avoid a short section
of Gamblins Road by turning right into Centaurus Road and left into Wilsons Road, to resume
the normal route. Three bus platforms were used in the detour section, some in existing use
for other routes and some being temporary bus platforms. Note that for future use of this
manually collected data, the platforms and distances between them will need to be revised.
3.2.1. Data Collection Method
Data was manually collected using paper forms and a stopwatch by a single person, the
author. This simple approach allowed flexibility, easy correction of values, comments to be
easily noted and was the only practical approach given the complexity and duration of
surveying. The bus was boarded and a fare paid as usual, without telling the driver about the
intention to collect data. This was done so the driver would not alter their behaviour, to
attract as little attention as possible, and also to avoid having to explain the data collection
purpose - potentially causing a delay to the service in doing so! Although it would have
appeared odd if the driver noticed one passenger remaining on board for several loops of
the service, no drivers asked or showed interest. The surveyor sat near the rear of the bus on
the left hand side, to gain as best a view of the approach to the platform, boarding and
alighting from both doors and again to be minimally conspicuous to the driver. The data
collection form used to collect data can be seen in Appendix B.
The data collected at each stop was the arrival time, the number of passengers boarding and
alighting, the time boarding finished and the departure time from the platform. The data
collection process was kept simple and systematic because there was a reasonable degree of
constant attention required by the surveyor during data collection, otherwise many errors
could have been made.
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The stopwatch was started just prior to boarding the bus, and was set to display the time to
the nearest second. The time of the survey start and the number of passengers already on
the bus at the start were noted for reference. Note that the surveyor excluded themselves
from the count of the passengers. The time data was recorded using the minute and second
of the time displayed, the hour not being necessary, as this could be easily inferred by
knowing when the survey started. For each bus platform stopped at Steps 1 to 4 were
followed, while for platforms where no stop was made, only Step 1 was necessary.
1. For each bus platform passed or stopped at, the time of arrival was recorded.
The arrival time was somewhat arbitrarily defined as the time the front of the
bus passed the midpoint of the marked bus platform. If the bus was stopping,
this was the time the bus had already begun deceleration and approximately
travelling at half its prior in-motion speed. This definition was chosen as a
compromise based upon the change in travel speed; if arrival was defined as
when the bus begun deceleration, then the deceleration would be defined as
part of the dwell time, whereas if the arrival was defined as the time when
the bus had completely stopped, then the deceleration and pulling in
manoeuvre would all be defined as part of the travel time. Hence a
compromise was struck. This definition of arrival meant that the time to
complete the deceleration, come to a complete stop and open the doors for
passengers to board was fairly consistent, being a standard manoeuvre
regardless of the platform configuration. The time between arrival and
beginning of boarding was observed to be four seconds.
2. Once the bus had pulled into the platform, the number of passengers
boarding and the number of passengers alighting was recorded.
3. The time when boarding of all passengers was completed, defined by when
the last passenger had paid their fare and had turned from the driver to start
taking a seat, was recorded.
4. Finally the departure time of the bus was recorded as the time the bus began
accelerating out of the marked bus stop, after finding a suitable gap in the
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traffic. This definition meant that the clearance time was included in the dwell
time.
Refer to Figure 3-1 for an illustration of these steps and definitions.

Speed
Dwell time
Approach

Approach
time
(typically 4
seconds)

speed

Arrival

NonBoarding boarding
time
time
Doors open

Boarding Departure
finishes

Time

Figure 3-1: Illustration of the definitions used for a bus stopping at a platform to collect
passengers for manual data collection.
3.2.2. Analysis
The data collected from the manual survey was input into a spreadsheet for analysis. The
means, standard deviations and variances of different operational variables were estimated.
Estimations of the distributions for the dwell time, non-boarding time, k value, boarding rate
and in-motion speeds were obtained using the ‘Fit Distributions to Data’ tool in the @RISK
software, so they could be later used to develop the bus bunching model. The analysis
method for obtaining estimates of these variables from the data is explained in Sections
3.2.3 to 3.2.10.
When using the ‘Fit Distributions to Data’ tool, the lower bound was forced to zero and a
continuous data set was specified. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov fit statistic was typically used to
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best fit distributions to data for the k value, boarding rate, non-boarding time and in-motion
speed. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov fit statistic is commonly regarded as being better for lower
population data samples, however it focuses on the peak of the data more than the
Anderson-Darling test, which tends to focus on the tails (Palisade Corporation, 2010). When
fitting the distributions for in-motion speed, the beta-general distribution seemed to fit best
using the K-S test, and in fact commonly with all tests. In addition, this distribution type
allows skewness as would be expected in this variable and made the most sense by having a
low probability at both high and low speeds. Depending on the variable being fitted, the fit
distribution was ultimately selected based upon how intuitive the fit was in relation to the
parameter, so sometimes a distribution that was ranked first or second in the fit was
selected, although in these cases, the fit statistics were close, if not identical. An example of
this decision was exercised when selecting the k value and non-boarding time distributions.
Both these variables had many zero values in the data, where no stop was made at
platforms, as happened at 63% of the platforms. However due to the binning of the data, the
best ranked fitted distributions peaked near zero, when the true peak was in fact at zero.
The next best ranked distribution that reflected this true peak was the exponential
distribution, which was selected.
3.2.3. Dwell Time
Measurement of dwell time and travel time is useful because the difference in variation of
these variables can help guide public transport planners on which variable is contributing
most to delay and irregularity. Dwell time is defined slightly differently in different
documents, depending on the detail with which the term is used. Here the term is used
generally to include the approach time and the time spent stationary. The time spent
stationary is divided into boarding time and non-boarding time. The dwell time forms one
part of the total service time; the other part is the travel time. The dwell time was simply
calculated as the difference between the arrival and departure times. The @RISK distribution
fitting tool was used to create two dwell time distributions, one for dwell time at TP’s and
another for dwell time at non-TP’s.
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3.2.4. Non-boarding Time
The non-boarding time was a variable that was defined as the time spent stationary at a
platform after boarding had finished. The non-boarding time was calculated as the
difference between the time boarding finished and departure. The non-boarding time was
spent doing a range of things, such as laying over, organising the cash box, advising
passengers and waiting for clearance to move into the traffic stream. There were also
activities that the driver was seen to engage in that were not absolutely necessary and hence
may have been a way of making use of lay over time, instead of being the actual reason for
spending the time stopped; these were checking the bus for litter, opening or closing
windows, reading books or newspapers, stepping off the bus for fresh air or to have a
cigarette and so on. The @RISK distribution fitting tool was used to create a non-boarding
time distribution from this data.
3.2.5. Arrival Rate and Headway of Leading Bus
Because only one person was available for surveying, information on the headway of the bus
on which the surveyor sat and the bus in front was not able to be found. This headway is
required to estimate the arrival rate of passengers arriving between the two buses, so it
needed to be estimated. The headway was indirectly inferred using two sources of
information, the non-boarding time and the Orbiter service schedule.
If the bus was observed to be waiting at a TP with a non-boarding time that appeared to be
mostly due to layover, then the bus was deemed to be running early and the non-boarding
time was taken as the resulting slack time. If the leading bus was assumed to be
experiencing similar operating conditions, then it was also assumed to have schedule slack
and hence would be running on time after laying over at TP’s. Hence in the case of layover,
the headway just prior to laying over was estimated as the difference between the
scheduled headway of 10 minutes and the time subsequently spent laid over. Because this
estimation relied upon data only available at TP’s, the inferred headway was linearly
interpolated over the platforms prior to the TP where layover was necessary. Once layover
had finished and the bus was leaving the TP, it was assumed to be perfectly back on
schedule.
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If the bus was not observed to be laying over, it was assumed to be either on time or late. In
this case, the scheduled arrival times were compared to the recorded arrival times at the
TP’s and the difference was calculated as the late schedule deviance. Similarly to the early
schedule deviance, the late deviance was linearly interpolated to the previous platforms.
Once the early or late schedule deviance was inferred, the headway was calculated assuming
the leading bus was perfectly on time and the bus being surveyed was solely responsible for
any schedule deviance. This assumption is not truly valid if the bus was running late, as the
leading bus may then also have been late as both were experiencing similar traffic
conditions. When the leading bus was visible or even overtaken, it was noted during data
collection and the ensuing leap-frogging of the paired buses was documented. During leapfrogging, it was assumed that the bus was a full headway late, so the actual headway
between the bus and the leading bus was calculated as two headways, or twenty minutes.
The arrival rate was simply calculated by taking the number of passengers boarding at
platforms and dividing by the inferred headway. For platforms where no passengers
boarded, the arrival rate was found to be zero and this result was meaningful and included
in the data, as it indicated a low arrival rate at that platform.
3.2.6. Boarding Interval and Boarding Rate
The boarding interval was calculated as the difference between the arrival time and the
finish of boarding, then subtracting the typically observed approach time of four seconds.
The boarding rate was then simply found as the number of passengers boarding at the
platform divided by the interval of time spent boarding. Note that when no passengers
boarded, either due to the bus not stopping or only stopping for alighting passengers, the
boarding rate would have been calculated as zero. This is not meaningful and was excluded
from the boarding rate data. The @RISK distribution fitting tool was used to create a
boarding rate distribution from this data.
3.2.7. Value of k; Ratio of Arrival and Boarding Rates
The value of k, the ratio of the arrival rate to the boarding rate, was able to be found for
each stop where passengers boarded. This dimensionless quantity was an important input
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variable for the model. The @RISK distribution fitting tool was used to create a k value
distribution from this data.
3.2.8. Number of Passengers On Board
The net number of passengers on board was able to be found by a simple balance of
passengers boarding and alighting, since the initial number of passengers on board was
noted. This data was pertinent to understand the loading of the bus throughout the service.
3.2.9. Travel Time and In-motion Speed
The travel time of the bus was simply calculated as the time between departing a platform
and arriving at the next platform. This time would include any time spent travelling,
including time spent at intersections and waiting in queues, but not any time spent stopped
at platforms. The travel time was then purely a function the traffic conditions, pavement
surface condition, road and intersection geometry, traffic control devices and drivers’
preferences.
The in-motion speed between platforms was calculated as the journey distance divided by
the travel time. These distances were estimated using the Google Earth ‘Path’ ruler tool. As
well as finding the mean, minimum, maximum, standard deviation and variance of the inmotion speeds, the in-motion speed data were aggregated for each platform and for each
TP. The purpose of aggregating by the platforms was to create a box-plot of the in-motion
speeds across the route. The purpose for aggregating the in-motion speeds for each TP was
to use the @RISK distribution fitting tool to fit several distributions that could be applied to
the bus bunching model.
3.2.10.

Average Speed

While the average speed was not of particular interest, as opposed to the in-motion speed, it
was used to compare the data obtained from ECan and the data that was manually
collected. The data from ECan was recorded in June to November in 2009, and manual data
collection was carried out in December 2011. Due a series of earthquakes in from September
2010 to June 2011, damage to the city’s infrastructure, resulting in increased road
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roughness, road closures, temporary traffic control devices and detours, is expected to have
adversely impacted the quality of the service.
The average speed between TP’s was calculated by taking the distance between the TP’s and
dividing by the total difference in arrival times between them. The average speed therefore
includes all time spent stopped at platforms, and will be lower than the in-motion speeds
between platforms.
3.2.11.

Stop Type

The type of stops made, or not made, was counted using the data collected about numbers
boarding and alighting, and whether only the arrival time was recorded, which denoted a
platform not stopped at. The number of stops made, whether these were for boarding only,
boarding and alighting or for alighting only, and also the number of platforms where a stop
was not made.
3.2.12.

Comparison of On-Peak and Off-Peak Data

The sorting of data into on-peak and off-peak was primarily used to sort the in-motion speed
data, although other data types could also have been compared between the peaks. Using
the Orbiter bus schedule loop times, the on-peak intervals were determined to be between
7am to 9am and between 3pm to 7pm.

3.3. Bus bunching model
The existing model inputs had many limitations and there was good scope to improve the
model inputs by replacing assumed, deterministic values with stochastic distributions taken
from fits of the manually collected data. In total, four types of distributions were added, for:
the boarding rate; k value; non-boarding time, and in-motion speed.
3.3.1. The Existing model inputs
The background of the bus bunching model is explained in Section 1.1. The existing model
was functional in terms of its structure and formulation, but the inputs were mostly
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deterministic and based upon supposition rather than data, as was necessary for the basic
development of the model. The limitations of the existing model inputs are explained here.


Kong (2004) and Chen, L-Q. (2011) both retained an arbitrary one minute forced
delay on the first bus in the model, and both did not experiment with the value of
this delay. Because their models did not allow for any variation in headways between
buses, without this arbitrary forced delay there would have been no bunching
exhibited. Out of interest, a range of values for the forced delay were explored in
Chen, L-Q.’s version of the model; the results showed identical outputs in terms of
bunching behaviour, the only difference being that the initiation of bunching
occurred earlier for a larger forced delay.



Kong (2004) fixed the k value and explored the effects of varying it between 0.01 and
0.06, although she estimated that a k value of 0.02 was most realistic, hence she
assumed an arrival rate of 0.1 passengers per minute and a boarding rate of 5
passengers per minute to give a ratio of 0.02.



Kong (2004) derived the travel speed profile purely from supposition, in order to
obtain differences in the travel time between platforms, because the distances
between platforms were all equal. See Figure 3-2 for Kong’s assumed speed
distribution profile. This distribution was only used to generate one value for each
platform (96 values in total), in effect fixing a travel speed value for each link, so that
successive buses would not experience any difference in headway due to the speed
distribution.



Kong’s (2004) assumed boarding rate of 5 passengers per minute was replaced by
Chen, L-Q. (2011) with a distribution based upon data he collected at two bus
platforms of the Orbiter route, namely on Ilam Road outside the University of
Canterbury and on Riccarton Road outside Westfield Mall. See Figure 3-3 for Chen, LQ’s truncated normal boarding rate distribution. Chen, L-Q. applied this boarding rate
in the same way that Kong applied the travel speed, so that one boarding rate was
generated for each of the 96 platforms and did not vary for different buses using the
platform, so that successive buses would not experience any difference in headway
due to the boarding rate distribution.
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Therefore the bunching behaviour exhibited in both Kong’s (2004) version and Chen, LQ.’s (2011) version of the model was initiated by an arbitrary delay forced on the first
bus; the differences in bunching behaviour were due to experimenting with the value of
k. The speed distribution and boarding rate distribution applied by Kong and Chen, L-Q.
respectively did not vary between buses and hence did not contribute to the tendency
for bus bunching.
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Figure 3-2: Existing model input - the assumed in-motion speed profile applied to model by
Kong (2004)
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Figure 3-3: Existing model input - the boarding rate distribution added by Chen, L-Q. (2011)
based upon data he manually collected
3.3.2. New Model Inputs
The model as created by Kong (2004) and developed by Chen, L-Q. (2011) was not
significantly pertinent to the actual Orbiter bus service, and the inputs they used were
mostly based upon supposition as opposed to real data, exception for the boarding rate
distribution that Chen, L-Q. (2011) added. This left a great deal of scope to apply data
collected from manual surveying to the model inputs. The advantage of using real data
rather other commonly accepted or realistic deterministic values is that the data also
provides information on the input variable distribution, or variance. When these input
variables are stochastically applied using the features of the @RISK software, a better
understanding of the bus system in the ways it may behave is possible. Essentially, by adding
data derived distributions to the inputs, the model is allowed to exhibit the multiple possible
scenarios that occur in reality.
Kong (2004) concluded that k was not the only variable influencing bunching, but also delay,
number of buses in service, number of stops and travel time were also factors. By applying
the boarding rate and k value distributions; these generate an arrival rate value. When the
arrival rate is applied to the headway, this gives a number of passengers to board, giving a
boarding time. When the derived boarding time and the non-boarding time distribution are
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added, the total dwell time is found. The travel time is given by the in motion speed
distribution pertaining to each TP section because the distances are known. Hence the four
input distributions for boarding rate, k ratio, non-boarding time and in motion speed satisfy
what Newell and Potts (1964) expected - “that k * the ratio of arrival rate to boarding rate+
and T [travel time] would really be time dependent stochastic variables varying for m [buses]
and n [bus stops+” (p. 392). The non-boarding time distribution includes the clearance time
that Chen, L-Q. (2011) noted should be included to extend the model.
The one minute forced delay that Kong put in the model to validate the Newell and Potts
basic theory, and which Chen, L-Q. left in the model, was removed. This was no longer
necessary as the model was developed so that the delay to the buses now came in the form
of speed, dwell time, k ratio and non-boarding time distributions – hence redefining the
delay and letting delay be the function of these variables. In addition, the causes of delay
were now unique for each platform and for each bus. Due to this increased degree of
randomness, the expected outputs were expected to exhibit more bunching, due to the
increased perturbations of the inputs. Essentially, the slope (speed) and the constant
sections (time stopped) in the trajectory plots would vary for each platform and bus.
There were four types of input distributions added to the model: a new distribution for the
boarding rate; a k value distribution; two non-boarding time distributions, for platforms at
TP’s and for other platforms; and eight in-motion speed distributions for each section of the
route. The non-boarding time was a completely new addition to the model, attempting to
add the component of stationary time that is not directly related to boarding. The nonboarding time was incorporated into the existing model formulas by adding it wherever the
boarding time featured.
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4. Results and Discussions
The results of the average speed analysis from the ECan data are presented in Section 4.1
and the comparison to the manually collected data is discussed in Section 4.2.9. The
manually collected data is analysed and discussed in depth and with respect each type of
variable in Section 4.2. The model results and outputs are discussed in Section 4.3.

4.1. Environment Canterbury Data
The ECan data from June-November 2009 was used to calculate average speeds between
TP’s. The average speed profiles were used for comparison to data manually collected after
the Canterbury earthquakes in December 2011; this comparison is discussed in Section 4.2.9.
The average speeds were seen to vary between the route sections and the reasons for this
variation is likely to be related to land use and the number of intersections. The highest
average speeds occurred after Princess Margaret Hospital, which is largely residential in land
use with low levels of traffic and possibility also lower levels of bus patronage due to the
higher socio-economic nature of the area. The mean average speed after Princess Margaret
Hospital was 50 km/h, yet average speeds of up to 60 km/h were measured, implying that
buses may have been exceeding the speed limits. The lower average speeds occurred after
St Martins Shops, Westfield Riccarton, Canterbury University and Eastgate Mall. This finding
is not surprising for Canterbury University and Westfield Riccarton, due to the traffic calming
in Homestead Lane, the congestion commonly observed along Riccarton Road, as well as the
large number of traffic signals along Riccarton Road. St Martins and Eastgate are also
successive TP’s on the eastern side of the city, where the service uses a combination of
residential streets and busy arterial roads, so that delays at intersections may adversely
affect the service.
Figure 4-1 shows the average speed profiles normalised by percentage of trips made and a
summary table for the average speed profiles for each TP can be seen in Appendix C.
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Percentage of Trips after Timing Point
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Figure 4-1: Average speed profiles for each TP

4.2. Manual Data Collection
The manually collected data was analysed as a whole, and also for each platform and for
each TP. The results of the data analysed as a whole for the key variables are summarised in
Table 4-1, showing the means, variances, and standard deviations. This table is frequently
referred to in the sub-sections following, where the analysis of each variable is discussed in
more depth.
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Table 4-1: Summary of analysis of the key variables
Means
Variable

All
platfor
ms
0.23
0.10

T.P.'s

Non
T.P.'s

Dwell Time (min)
1.62
0.12
Non-boarding Time (min)
0.77
0.04
Inferred Headway (min)
11.1
Arrival Rate (#Passengers/min)
0.043
k value
0.005
*Arrival Rate (#Passengers/min)
0.047
*k value
0.006
Boarding Interval (min)
0.28
Boarding Rate (#Boarded/min)
11.3
Number of Passengers on the Bus
9.9
Travel time (min)
0.74
In-motion Speed (km/h)
34.8
Average Speed between TP’s (km/h)
23.2
*Provided for comparison only, assumes no headway deviance

Variances

Standard
deviations

0.44
0.19
10.1
0.013
0.0002
0.016
0.0003
0.09
66.3
36.0
0.31
153.8
35.4

0.66
0.43
3.2
0.114
0.016
0.127
0.018
0.29
8.1
6.0
0.56
12.4
5.9

4.2.1. Dwell Time
The dwell time data showed considerable variation between TP’s and non-TP’s. The dwell
time was clearly higher at TP’s due to the layover time; the mean dwell time at TP’s was 1.62
minutes, yet only 0.12 minutes at non-TP’s, from Table 4-1. This variation can also be clearly
seen in Figure 4-2:Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3. Figure 4-3shows there is a higher frequency of
shorter dwell times for non-TP’s, with virtually no dwell times above one minute recorded
for non-TP’s. Note that the high dwell time at platform 61, opposite Tower Junction, due to
it being the driver change over station. The variation across the dwell time at TP’s may be
due to the way the schedules are prepared. Perhaps the notably lower dwell times at
Princess Margaret and St Martins Shops are because the slack is lower on this part of the
route, as it may be not as prone as the rest to delays.
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Figure 4-2: Dwell time at platforms across the Orbiter route
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Figure 4-3: Histogram of the dwell time normalised by percentage of trips
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4.2.2. Non-boarding Time
The mean boarding time was found to 0.10 minutes for all platforms, 0.77 at TP’s and 0.04
minutes at non-TP’s. The boarding time showed considerable variation between TP’s and
non-TP’s due to layovers at TP’s, as shown in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6. Table 4-1 shows the
non-boarding time was on average slightly less than half the total dwell time at all platforms.
This means that non-boarding time is an important element of time spent stopped.
The non-boarding was one of the variables added into the model to better define the time
spent stopped. The software @RISK was used to fit distributions to the data and the results
can be seen in Figure 4-4. Because of the difference between TP’s and at non-TP’s, two
distributions were fitted to each of these data sets to reflect the layovers at TP’s in the
model, seen in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6. The distribution fitting used the exponential
function with the lower limit fixed at zero. This distribution gives a strong peak at zero due to
inclusion of data where the bus did not stop, and because the distribution will be applied to
all stops, it is important to reflect the probability of a zero non-boarding time.

Figure 4-4: The @RISK distribution fitting of the non-boarding time data for all platforms
using the gamma distribution
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Figure 4-5: The @RISK distribution fitting of the non-boarding time data for all TP’s using the
exponential distribution

Figure 4-6: The @RISK distribution fitting of the non-boarding time data for non-TP’s using
the exponential distribution
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4.2.3. Arrival Rate and Headway of Leading Bus
The mean arrival rate, using the inferred headway by estimating schedule deviance, of all
platforms across the Orbiter route was found to be 0.043 passengers per minute, with a
relatively high standard deviation of 0.11 passengers per minute. This high standard
deviation was due to the high variance in arrival rates across the route, which can be
observed in Figure 4-7. The arrival rates were found to be higher at TP’s, which is expected.
The exception to this was Princess Margaret Hospital, which appeared to be a relatively
underutilised TP. Figure 4-7 shows that the arrival rates for non-TP’s were low, with medians
of zero common. This means that for the times the bus went past these platforms during the
survey, more times than not, there was no-one waiting to be collected.
In Table 4-1, two methods of inferring headway are shown. The first assumption estimates
schedule deviance and the second assumes none. The resulting arrival rates and k values
from each assumption do not vary greatly, which implies that the method for estimating
schedule deviance has had little effect on the arrival rate. When no schedule deviance is
assumed, the headway is always 10 minutes, and this should be the overall average headway
even when the schedule deviance is accounted for, as larger headways should be balanced
corresponding by smaller headways. The average headway across all data was 11.1 minutes,
which shows that the surveyed bus was estimated be slightly later than it was early, and is
probably related to the way the schedule deviance was estimated. The fact that the average
headway of 11.1 minutes was close to the expected headway of 10 minutes is taken to
indicate that the method of estimating deviances, although somewhat crude, was
sufficiently accurate.
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Figure 4-7: The arrival rate across the Orbiter route

4.2.4. Boarding Rate
The boarding interval at platforms was 0.28 minutes on average, with a standard deviation
of 0.29 minutes, showing the boarding interval to be highly variable, depending on the
number of passengers to be loaded. The mean boarding rate was found to be 11.3
passengers per minute, with a high standard deviation of 8.1 passengers per minute. This
result is more than twice than what Kong (2004) assumed, at 5 passengers per minute, and
higher than Chen, L-Q’s data showed, at 7.04 passengers per minute. It seems probable that
increased use of the MetroCard may account for this improvement, and other initiatives
such as the SuperGold Card for retirees may also have helped speed up boarding of the
elderly, who can take substantially more time to board, as observed during data collection. A
gamma distribution was fitted to the boarding rate data for use in the model, as seen in
Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-8: The @RISK distribution fitting of the boarding rate data for all boardings using the
gamma function

In his 2011 study of dwell times, Chen, L-Q. proposed that the boarding rate varied with the
boarding interval (he termed this ‘dwell time’ in his study) so that at more than 10
passengers boarding, the boarding rate would increase. Chen, L-Q. data on which this
hypothesis was based is shown in Figure 4-10. Chen, L-Q.’s (2011) survey was conducted at
Riccarton and UCSA bus platforms, which were likely two of the busiest platforms for the
Orbiter service. Intuitively, his hypothesis makes sense. When high numbers of passengers
were boarding, the drivers were likely to be in a hurry/late, or the types of passengers at
boarding in larger numbers at the shopping centre and university would tend to be
commuters and hence would be more likely to have MetroCards, hence would board faster.
Chen L-Q.’s (2011) finding may also have been a result of the measurement method of the
boarding interval, so that when the boarding interval is continuously measured (not
discretely for each passenger but aggregated for all passengers boarding at each stop) for a
longer queue of waiting passengers, passengers tend to step into the bus and wait directly
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behind the passengers paying their fare, so that time for passengers to move from the door
to the driver is effectively removed from measurement, giving higher boarding rate values.
Chen, L-Q.’s (2011) hypothesis was explored using data collected for this study, shown in
Figure 4-9. Because the data collected did not have data at high passenger numbers, a trend
is not able to be clearly discerned at these higher numbers as in Chen, L-Q.’s data, and the
data collected for this study cannot be said to support Chen, L-Q.’s hypothesis. The only
conclusion that can be asserted is that for more passengers boarding, the boarding interval
is more variable, as would be expected.
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Figure 4-9: A plot of the boarding interval against the number of passenger boarding
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Figure 4-10: Plot of boarding interval (here termed ‘dwell time’) from study by Chen, L-Q.,
2011

4.2.5. Value of k; Ratio of Arrival and Boarding Rates
The mean k value was found to be 0.005, with a standard deviation of 0.002, as shown in
Table 4-1. The k value data, being from the ratio of the arrival rate to the boarding rate,
whether the bus stopped or not, had a distribution fitted to be used in the bus bunching
model. The result of the distribution fitting can be seen in Figure 4-11, where an exponential
distribution was used. Similar to the non-boarding time exponential distribution, there is a
high probability associated with a low k value and hence short boarding time, due zero
arrival rates.
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Figure 4-11: The @RISK distribution fitting of the k value data for all platforms using the
exponential function

4.2.6. Number of Passengers On Board
The mean number of passengers on board the bus was found to be 9.9, with a standard
deviation of 6.0 passengers, as shown in Table 4-1. This loading did not vary greatly across
the route, as shown in the box-plot in Figure 4-12. There appeared to be a lower loading
between Barrington and St Martins Shops, which may reflect fewer people in this area using
the service. It is expected that the loading profile may show clearer trends if the data was
separated into the mornings and afternoons, to capture the main movements of passengers
on the service, particularly to and from workplaces and shopping centres. The loading profile
does not show any critical situations where people would be forced to stand, although this
would certainly occur in reality, based upon anecdotal observations of the author. The
reason for this is probably due to the fact data collection was conducted in relatively atypical
seasonal traffic conditions, when schools had closed for the summer and workplaces were
beginning to close for the Christmas holidays.
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Figure 4-12: The box-plot of net number of passengers on board

4.2.7. Travel Time and In-motion Speed
The travel time between platforms averaged 0.74 minutes for all data, with a standard
deviation of 0.56 minutes. The travel time varied greatly across the route, as shown by
Figure 4-13. A histogram of the travel time is shown in Figure 4-14, which shows the shape of
the distribution. The travel time is a function of distance between platfroms, and hence the
in-motion speed data is of more interest to understand the causes of lower travel
speeds.The mean in-motion speed between platforms was 34.8 km/h, with a standard
deviation of 12.4 km/h.
After platform 24 there was a 80km/h speed area for 2.3 km along QEII Drive, which had a
high travel time of about 3 minutes. However this high speed area was not reflected in the
in-motion speed data, probably because the time spent waiting to enter the high speed flow
for a heavy vehicle was considerable and the end of the zone also contained a busy
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intersection (Main North Rd/Northcote Rd/QEII Dr), where the bus would also often have to
wait.

Figure 4-13: Travel time across the Orbiter route
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Figure 4-14: A histogram of the travel time between platforms
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The mean in-motion speed for all data was found to be 35.4 km/h, with a standard deviation
of 13.3 km/h. The variance of the in-motion speed can be appreciated in Figure 4-15 which
shows the in-motion speeds across the Orbiter route. There is little in the way of a clear
trend apparent in Figure 4-15, although perhaps the speeds seem to reduce between
Canterbury University and Barrington and increase around Princess Margaret Hospital; these
were weak trends also noted in the average speeds calculated from the ECan data.
The in-motion speed data for each TP is summarised in Table 4-2, which also shows the
results separated in on-peak and off-peak. Table 4-2 shows that the difference in the means
for the in-motion speeds for each TP; varying from 30 km/h to 40 km/h. The shapes of the inmotion speed data distributions also show further variation, as seen the in the @RISK
distribution fitting plots in
. The fitted speed distributions seen in Figure 4-16 all used the beta-general distribution and
were input into the bus bunching model. Note that there appears to be degree of bimodality
evident in the @RISK distributions in Figure 4-16 particularly for the data for Northlands,
Canterbury University and Westfield Riccarton data. This is discussed further in Section
4.2.11.

Figure 4-15: A box-plot of the in-motion speed across the Orbiter route
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Table 4-2: Mean in-motion speeds (km/h)
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Timing Point

On Peak

Off Peak

All Data

Eastgate Mall
The Palms
Northlands Mall
Canterbury University
Westfield Riccarton
Barrington Mall
Princess Margaret Hospital
St Martins Shops
All

31.8
36.6
34.6
30.3
30.2
35.9
39.7
35.6
34.7

32.8
36.6
35.8
30.6
30.7
34.9
40
32.8
34.7

32.3
36.3
37.7
30
30.2
35.2
39.9
33.4
35.2

Figure 4-16: The @RISK distribution fitting of the in-motion speed data for the whole Orbiter
bus route and for each TP using the beta-general function
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4.2.8. Comparison of Dwell Time and the Travel Time Variation
The study findings show that dwell time is slightly more variable than travel time, as the
dwell time coefficient of variation was 2.9, and the travel time coefficient of variation was
0.76. Figure 4-17 shows the two variables displayed on a histogram normalised with respect
to frequency percentage. It is clear that the two variables are distributed similarly,
particularly for higher times, although the dwell time distribution has lower values resulting
in more spread. The mean dwell time is lower at 0.23 minutes compared to 0.74 minutes
spent on average travelling; meaning less time is spent stopped, but it is mor e variable.
These findings suggest that reducing dwell time should be the focus for public transport
planners. This is probably an easier variable to change, at least for operators, as at least at
bus platforms the service operations are almost totally reliant on the bus driver, the
infrastructure and technology on board, all under the operator’s control, except for the
clearance time which is difficult to influence in any case. For the travel time, the service is
mostly at the mercy of the surrounding traffic conditions, the road geometry, traffic control
devices and legal requirements such as speed limits.
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Figure 4-17: A histogram comparing the dwell time and travel time
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These findings are similar to those from a study conducted in 1978 upon Wellington urban
bus services (Frith, 1978). This study concluded that variation in both travel time and dwell
time was considerable and contributed to irregularity, but that ‘stop time’ was more variable
than ‘run time’. The standard deviations for ‘stop time’ were 1.76 and 2.23, compared to the
standard deviations for ‘run time’ of 1.38 and 1.73, from results for two different survey
days. Frith (1978) commented that although it would be more effective to focus on stop time
to reduce irregularity, run time and stop are not independent, and so attempts to reduce
either would reduce the other also.
4.2.9. Comparison of Average Speed before and after Canterbury
Earthquakes
The data provided by ECan and the data manually collected were analysed to obtain results
on the average speed for each TP. In the two years between the data sets, there was a series
of earthquakes in Canterbury, so comparison of the data sets may yield insight of the impact
to the Orbiter bus service. The analysis of the ECan data and manually collected data is
summarised in Appendix C. The comparison clearly shows that the more recent mean
average speeds are typically 5-10 km/h lower than the pre-earthquake values, although
reductions of 16 km/h can be seen for the route section after Princess Margaret Hospital.
These findings certainly seem to indicate that the earthquake has had a considerable
adverse impact on the Orbiter service speeds. It should be noted that the ECan data set is
from a considerably larger sample size, approximately containing 100 times the number of
data values, so the maximum and minimum values are more extreme.
Histograms with both data sets for each TP were also produced to illustrate the comparison
and these can be seen in Figure 4-18. It is also clear from the histograms that there appears
to have been significant reductions in the average speeds. It interesting to note which
sections of the route seem most affected by the earthquakes. The eastern and southern
parts of the route, especially Eastgate Mall, The Palms and Princess Margaret Hospital, show
the greatest reductions in speed, and these relate to the areas of the city that were hit
hardest in terms of ground damage, road and utility damage and ongoing disruptions to
basic services. This observation supports the finding that reductions in average speeds are at
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least partly due to the impact of the earthquakes. Note that the ECan data had a
considerably larger sample size than the manually collected data, resulting in more regular
distributions in the histograms in Figure 4-18.
Comparison of the ECan and manually collected data sets was conducted to infer
approximately the degree of impact from the earthquakes, although it must be
acknowledged that the difference in the data sets will not be solely or directly related to the
earthquake. Examples of indirect effects of the earthquake may be that bus drivers are less
familiar with routes due to detours, that because patronage has noticeably dropped, there is
less pressure on drivers to travel faster, that the schedules have been re-planned, or that
due to closure of roads around the CBD, the network around the CBD is more congested.
Furthermore, it should be noted that whilst all effort was made to ensure that the analysis of
the data sets was consistent, it is possible that due to prior processing and a degree of
uncertainty about the exact definitions used in the ECan data, the comparison between
these data sets may not be faultless.
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Figure 4-18: Average speed profiles for the whole Orbiter bus route and for each TP

4.2.10.

Stop Type

The types of stops made was analysed to understand how varied the demand for different
types of stops was. The results show that a majority (63% )of platforms were not stopped at
during the 2011 survey. For stops made, over twice as many platforms were alighted at than
boarded at. These findings suggest that passengers collect at platforms to catch the bus, and
get off at a wider variety of stops. This may be because people prefer to walk to do tasks
such as shopping before boarding at platforms near the shops to continue their trip, or that
people are more likely to walk for the first part of their trip, and to use public transport to
get home, perhaps because they are carrying heavy loads such as groceries. It is difficult to
tell what the reasons are for the imbalance in stop type, and if in fact there is a genuine
imbalance at all, due to the low sample rate and limited period of data collection within a
day. The types of stops made are summarised in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3: Types of stops made
Stop Type
Boarded only
Alighted only
Boarded and alighted
Did not stop
Total

53

Frequency
200
461
261
791
1252

Percentage
16%
37%
21%
63%
100%

4.2.11.

Comparison of On-peak and Off-peak data

The evidence of bimodality evidenced in the in-motion peak data triggered a suggestion that
the on-peak and off-peak traffic conditions may be causing two modes in the in-motion
speed data (see Section 3.2.12 and Section 4.2.7), and potentially in other variables. This
apparent bimodality was explored by separating the in-motion speed data into on-peak and
off-peak data to see if the data varied between on-peaks and off-peak periods. Based upon
the Orbiter timetable, the peak periods seem to be the service loops starting 7am-9am, and
3pm-7pm; these intervals were used to separate the data into on-peak and off-peak. The
results showed no such correlation however, when the in-motion speeds were separated
into on-peak and off-peak data. See Appendix D for the in-motion speeds of these
distributions divided into on-peak and off-peak.
The traffic conditions at the time of data collection were seasonal, so the degree of traffic
peaks would have been less pronounced. The degree of bimodality may not be in fact
related to traffic conditions, but whether the bus had stopped at a platform or carried
straight past a platform, so that the driver did not need to accelerate or decelerate a great
deal. In this respect, the way the in-motion speed was defined and calculated still carries
some impact from the bus stopping. These aspects of the travel speed are very difficult to
separate entirely, especially as some of the lower mode speeds of the distribution may not
be all related to the bus stopping at platforms, but stopping at intersections too, which
should be included in the in-motion speed between platforms by definition. The apparent
bimodality in the speed data may even just be randomness exaggerated by a low sample
size, and no true bimodality is in fact present. Furthermore, the ECan data covered the onpeak and off-peak traffic conditions better in a non-seasonal period when traffic peaks
would have been more discernible, and this data did not show any bimodality. Interestingly,
there appeared to be slightly less scatter in the on-peak data than off-peak, when it would
be expected that on-peak conditions should result in more variable speeds. The mean inmotion speeds of the fitted distribution functions did not vary appreciably, although the onpeak mean in-motion speeds were typically marginally higher, probably due to less
congested conditions.
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4.2.12.

Limitations of Data Collection and Analysis

There are a few limitations to the data collection in this study. The data collection periods
were during the busier parts of the day in a time of year where traffic patterns were
seasonal in nature, with schools closed and Christmas holidays beginning for many workers.
Ideally, data would have been collected over a wider period of time, both within each day
and for more days representing more typical traffic patterns. The sample size was chiefly
limited because the data collection was a labour and time consuming process. It was easier
to stay seated on one bus to maintain continuity of data collection and to understand
variables for several loops of the service, so the number of driver behaviours sampled was
small, and it is noted that this factor could have had a significant impact on the data
collected.
There was an issue with not having another person to assist with data collection, so that the
leading headway needed to be inferred. Several assumptions were made in order to
estimate the headway, including assuming that the bus in front was on ti me and was exactly
10 minutes ahead of the bus carrying the surveyor. This assumption was best in situations
where the bus had plenty of timetable slack and hence both buses would be waiting for
schedule time to elapse, therefore maintaining their scheduled 10 minute headway.
However in peak conditions when the bus was running late, it was also probable that the bus
in front was also running late and hence the headways would have been overestimated,
giving lower arrival rates and k values. In data analysis, another method of inferring headway
was explored, that is simply assuming constant 10 minute headway. The difference in the
headway assumptions was found to be negligible, i.e. average k values were 0.0054
(estimating schedule deviance) and 0.0060 (no deviance). This check meant that the method
of inferring the schedule deviance was accepted as being sufficiently accurate.
In @RISK there are three goodness-of-fit statistics: the Chi-squared, Anderson-Darling and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov fit statistic was chiefly used to fit
distributions to data, as it is considered most appropriate for lower sample sizes, and
“focuses in the middle of the distribution” (Palisade Corporation, 2010). Exploration of the fit
statics might be worthwhile for future studies; see the Future Recommendations section.
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4.3. Bus Bunching Model
The bus bunching model inputs were improved by adding distributions derived from the
manually collected data; these distributions were for boarding rate; k value; non-boarding
time, and in-motion speed. The next sections discuss the developments made to the model,
running the model, the model outputs and the model limitations.
4.3.1. Developments made to the Model
Distributions for k, boarding rate, non-boarding time, and in-motion speed were added to
the model and allowed to vary for all platforms and for all buses. The arbitrary one minute
delay forced on the first bus was removed as variation in headway was initiated by natural
perturbations between buses instead. The distributions applied to the model were added by
simply replacing the deterministic values with @RISK functions, with exception to the nonboarding rate distribution, which was added by adding columns the model spreadsheet and
modifying the formulas to add the non-boarding time to wherever the boarding time
appeared. The input distributions now generated values for both platforms and for each bus,
in effect adding another dimension to the model, and considerably more complexity. In
Kong’s (2004) version there was one distribution for each platform totalling 96 @RISK inputs;
in Chen, L-Q.’s (2011) version there were two distributions for each platform totalling 192
@RISK inputs; and in this most recently developed version of the model there are four
distributions to specify four variables for 100 platforms and 20 buses, totalling 8000 @RISK
inputs. It is expected that this large increase in complexity adversely affected the models
stability, as discussed in Section 4.3.2.
The added distributions had mixed effects on the tendency for bunching. The gamma
boarding rate distribution was different in shape to the truncated normal distribution added
by Chen, L-Q. (2011), as well as having a higher mean value. This change would have the
effect of reducing the tendency for bunching, by reducing the time spent boarding. The
exponential k value distribution was derived from data that included platforms where no
stop was made, hence the mean k value was 0.0054, which is much lower than the range of
values from 0.01 to 0.06 that Kong (2004) and Chen, L-Q. (2011) applied. The effect of
lowering the k value would also reduce the tendency for bunching, by reducing the number
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of passengers arriving. The exponential non-boarding time distribution was a new
component added to increase the time spent stopped, which would then have the effect of
increasing the tendency for bunching. The beta-general in-motion travel speed distributions
were slower than the distribution Kong (2004) had assumed, so these would also increase
the tendency for bunching. Overall, by allowing these variables to behave stochastically for
each platform and for each bus, the net effect on the tendency for bunching was expected
to be increased.
4.3.2. Running the Model
The computing power required to implement these added degrees of randomness increased
the running time of the model, and made it less stable. The model was already considered
unstable by Chen, L-Q. (2011), and his introductory comments in the model spreadsheet
offered some advice with coping with this instability.
The cell values at higher platform numbers would begin to display ‘#VALUE’ errors. When
the “#VALUE” errors would appear, the model formulas would need to be dragged down to
force a recalculation of the cell values each time; although this would remove the “#VALUE”
errors, the model would still not converge properly. The re-dragging the formulas was a way
to force Excel to recalculate the cell values, without asking it to directly recalculate (by
pressing F9), which would then update the @RISK input distributions and hence return the
model to the start of its iterations on a new set of inputs. The requirement to force Excel to
recalculate originated in the fact that the programme was not able to achieve convergence
between the many circular references contained in the model, creating values that were
extremely high or low and outside of Excel’s range. The issues with convergence were
potentially exacerbated by each bus having four randomised inputs for each platform,
totalling 8000 random inputs. The Chen, L-Q. (2011) version of the model was able to
achieve convergence, albeit with some issues, with just two @RISK distribution inputs for
boarding rate and speed which were constant for each bus, totalling just 200 random inputs.
Even when the maximum number of iterations and maximum tolerance values were
adjusted in Excel Options, the model still could not converge properly without crashing,
confirming that the model had become fundamentally unstable, or that it was too complex
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for Excel solvers to manage. Hence it is probable that the model outputs do not exhibit what
Kong’s (2004) original model intended. In other words, the interactions, or headways,
between the buses were not solved according to Kong’s extended Newell and Potts (1964)
bunching theory. For this reason, the output trajectory plots should not be viewed as strictly
exhibiting bus bunching theory, rather as plots to demonstrate how the effect of adding
sources of randomness to the model can vary greatly between buses. Where the plots do
show some plausible bunching phenomena, this may be the areas of the spreadsheet where
local convergence was achieved.
Because of the difficulty in achieving convergence, the model could not be normally run
under a series of @RISK Monte Carlo simulations. Instead, the model was run by allowing
Random Values for the @RISK distribution input cells, effectively running a single Monte
Carlo iteration. In this way, the distribution functions returned a random Monte Carlo
sample during a regular recalculation. This allowed the worksheet values to appear as they
would during execution of a simulation with new samples drawn for distribution functions
each recalculation. The trajectory plot was copied for each recalculation of inputs, although
it should be stressed that because convergence of the model could not be properly achieved,
these trajectory plots may not show the extended Newell and Potts bunching theory in
terms of interactions between the buses.
4.3.3. Model Outputs
From anecdotal observations and observations made during data collection, four buses
bunching was the worst observed for the Orbiter service. This assumption was used by Kong
(2004) when she set up the bus bunching model; so that the model fails when two pairs of
buses bunching is predicted. Because of lack of data on the degree of bunching that can be
reasonably expected for the bus service, this benchmark of four buses bunched will also be
used to explore how accurate the model outputs appear. When the average values of all
input distribution are selected, the resulting trajectory plot is shown in Figure 4-19; note that
no bunching is shown because there are no variances between bus headways, as expected.
Examples of the trajectory plots for single Monte Carlo simulations are shown from Figure
4-20 to Figure 4-26 with the captions noting interesting parts of the phenomena.
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Because of the issues discussed with running the model, the only way to understand the
model outputs and whether the results are accurate is to inspect the seven trajectory plots
obtained from random inputs shown from Figure 4-20 to Figure 4-26. While the inherent
randomness of the outputs means this kind of informal analysis is subjective, the trends
noted are common across the trajectory plots and those aspects noted are where
trajectories showed a gradual and fairly constant tendency, rather than erratic behaviour
which may be purely due to chance. The degree of overall variation in the headways appears
plausible, with three to seven incidences of bunching occurring. The behaviour of the
bunches shows a degree of pairs triggering bunching of a following pair, which is called
second order effects (Newell and Potts, 1964) and is part of the model formulation.
There are several aspects of bunching phenomena that are entirely new to this development
of the model:


the increase of variation allowing established bunches to spontaneously un-pair if
one of the pair is delayed substantially longer;



the possibility of buses being delayed to the extent that a following bus overtakes it
completely;



the possibility of not just even-numbered multiples of buses to form pairs; the model
exhibited odd-numbered bunching of three buses.
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Figure 4-19: Trajectory plot with average values of the input distributions

Figure 4-20: Trajectory plot with random values for the input distributions, note bus 1
overtaking bus 2 to later become paired and bus 13 spontaneously un-pairing from bus 12.
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Figure 4-21: Trajectory plot with random values for the input distributions, five cases of
bunching exhibited, note buses 2 and 3 pairing and appearing to trigger the later pairing of
buses 4 and 5

Figure 4-22: Trajectory plot with random values for the input distributions, three cases of
bunching exhibited over many platforms, other buses remaning un-paired
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Figure 4-23: Trajectory plot with random values for the input distributions, note seven cases
of pairing, and three of these involving three buses

Figure 4-24: Trajectory plot with random values for the input distributions, note the pairing
of buses 1 and 2 appears to consequently ‘pull in’ bus 3
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Figure 4-25: Trajectory plot with random values for the input distributions, note successive
pairing of buses 4 and 5, buses 6 and 7 and buses 8 and 9

Figure 4-26: Trajectory plot with random values for the input distributions, note two cases of
three buses bunching; namely buses 10, 11 and 12, and 13, 14 and 15
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The trajectory plots commonly show three or four pairs of buses bunching. This is a higher
degree of bunching than was observed from previous models, and may in fact be realistic.
This enhanced tendency for bunching is due to the greater number of stochastic variables,
introducing more perturbations and randomness. While these perturbations are estimated
from real data, the driver tendency to counter the tendency towards bunching and the
various ‘coping’, or mitigating, methods drivers use to retain their schedule were not
included. These types of mitigating measures would be reducing the non-boarding time and
deliberate ‘un-pairing’ of bunched buses. In this analysis, the non-boarding time distribution
applied in the model was simply random without respect to how far behind schedule the bus
was, when it would be expected that non-boarding time would reduce with schedule delay.
It was also observed that paired drivers would occasionally communicate (i.e. when stopped
at intersections) so that the bus most behind schedule would drive past a series of platforms,
leaving behind any waiting passengers, in order to regain schedule time. This was in fact
observed on several occasions during data collection and seemed very effective at returning
to schedule. Perhaps perception of the service would have been poor for those passengers
missed whilst waiting, particularly as some waiting passengers clearly did not understand
why the bus driver ignored their obvious requests for the bus to stop, although these waiting
passengers would have only had to wait a few minutes until the following bus would arrive.
Note that when the bus was called to stop for passengers on-board to alight, the bus would
always stop and collect any waiting passengers in this case.
4.3.4. Limitations of the Bus Bunching Model
There are several limitations of the bus bunching model, as developed here.


The model does not allow for temporal change, that is model can only provide a
snapshot of the phenomena using distributions of variables that relate to one point in
time. However, considering the difficulty of introducing variation in just four
variables, time would pose very difficult, especially for current computing power.



The model does not account for traffic conditions, except where the input variables
themselves reflect this, i.e. the in-motion speed.
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The bunched buses’ speeds are not correlated, as would be expected for two buses
travelling together, experiencing identical traffic conditions. Consequently, the model
allows a bus to overtake its paired bus more than would likely happen in reality; for
example a red signal at an intersection might separate a pair.



There is also no accounting of driver ‘coping’ or mitigating measures, so that the
model is ‘blind’ and simply follows its basic formulation based upon headways.



The model also does not determine whether a stop is made at a platform, instead
using distributions with higher probabilities of low values for all platforms, which
would have the effect of evening out delays.



A key limitation of the model is that it has not been calibrated against bus bunching
observations, aside from using the benchmark of four buses bunching from anecdotal
observations. For proper evaluation the model’s accuracy, the model should be
calibrated against collected data.



Another important limitation is the apparent lack of stability and difficulty in
achieving convergence. While the reasons for this are not clear, it seems to be
related to the lack of computing power with Excel Solver to solve many circular
references with 8000 random inputs, and not actually the model formulation.
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5. Conclusions
5.1. Study Findings
The dwell time was found to be more variable than travel time; the dwell time coefficient of
variation was 2.9, and the travel time coefficient of variation was 0.76. A similar conclusion
was also reached on a study of Wellington bus routes (Frith, 1978). The non-boarding time
was found to be approximately half the dwell time at both TP’s and ordinary bus platforms.
The mean boarding rate was found to be 11.3 passengers per minute, with a standard
deviation of 8.1 passengers per minute. The mean value of k was found to be 0.005, with a
standard deviation of 0.002. The net number of passengers using the service was found to be
9.9 passengers across the route.
It appeared the Canterbury earthquake had significantly reduced the average speeds
between TP’s on the Orbiter service, with some sections of the route experiencing
reductions of 5 to 10 km/h, and the average speed after Princess Margaret being reduced by
16 km/h. These findings also suggested the average speeds were more affected on the
eastern and southern parts of the city, which is consistent with the geographical spread of
earthquake damage.
When four distributions derived from manually collected data were applied to a bus
bunching model, to allow stochastic behaviour of inputs, the model became less stable and it
was difficult to achieve convergence. It appeared the model complexity was rather difficult
for Excel solvers, and the model was run in single Monte Carlo simulations to obtain
trajectory plots. Despite the subjective method of analysis and lack of data with which to
calibrate the model outputs, the model outputs were plausible and showed a realistic and
higher degree of bunching behaviour than previous models. The model demonstrated
bunching phenomena that had not been observed in previous models, including
spontaneously un-pairing, overtaking of buses delayed at platforms, and bunches of three
buses.
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5.2. Future Recommendations
There are some recommendations that can be made for future studies on this topic,
particularly with regard to data collection and analysis and developments of the model.
5.2.1. Recommendations for Data Collection and Analysis
Future recommendations for data collection and analysis include:


Obtaining proper headway data for arrival rate estimation, ideally through having
two surveyors on successive buses. The assumptions made in this study were crude,
and although they seemed sufficiently accurate, it is hard to know how accurate the
assumptions were.



Exploration of the goodness-of-fit statistics for fitting distributions to data might be
worthwhile to understand how the choice of fit statistic can affect the outputs of the
distribution in application.



It is possible to compare the dwell time data collected in this study to data collected
by Chen, L-Q. (2011) at the Westfield and Ilam Road bus stops. This could be done as
a form of validation test, depending on how differently the definitions of dwell time
were interpreted in theory and in practice.



A “hurriedness measure” could be derived for the driver behaviour in terms of trying
to maintain a schedule under pressure, or when waiting at platforms to account for
schedule slack. Such a measure could use the difference between the times finished
boarding and leaving the platforms; this time may be considered “optional waiting
time”.



Huddart (1976) suggested that future analysis should include economic analysis, “so
that it is possible to compare the value of time spent by passengers travelling and
waiting, and the saving in operating costs which would be achieved by providing a
better service with fewer vehicles” (Huddart, 1976, p. 594). Inevitably, the economics
of any proposed solutions will determine whether they will be implemented in
practice.
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5.2.2. Recommendations for the Model
Future recommendations for the bus bunching model include:


The data variables could be broken down into on-peak and off-peak to see how
traffic conditions affect these variables and perhaps two models could be developed
for on-peak and off-peak conditions. This could be readily done with the ECan data.
Although this separation was attempted for the in-motion speed in this study, it
seemed likely that the small sample size meant the comparison was not justified.
Note that the definition of the on-peak and off-peak times will be important.



A kind of “switch“ could be added for whether the bus actually stops at a platform,
so that the time stopped is function of whether a stop is made. If a bus stops, then
distributions formed from data that excluded situations where the bus travelled
straight past a platform can be more appropriately applied. This is an alternative to
applying the distributions fitted from all data whether the buses stopped or not,
where the estimated probability of very short stops is unreasonably high, as the
number of “straight past” situations dominates at approximately 63%. Furthermore,
one could even further separate out the input distributions applied in terms of the
stop type: alighting only, boarding only or both alighting and boarding.



One could explore adding an “if running early – wait at the T.P.” function to the
model to allow for a compensating factor of schedule slack that was commonly
observed during data collection. This function would help offset the bunching
tendency.



In all practicality, the Excel model in its latest version is not stable and has reached
the limit of its development. If the model is able to be re-configured in Excel
somehow or transferred into a more robust programme, then issues with
convergence and instability may be resolved. Perhaps a mathematical numerical
analysis programme such as MATLAB could be used; matrices for each bus could be
constructed with input values randomly generated from specified distributions, and
matrix operations used to describe how the buses interact. It is expected that a solid
grasp of the programme would be necessary to do this.
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With a reconfigured version of the model, it would be interesting to explore running
a fully functional model under different conditions. Some possible conditions could
be: a bus breakdown, higher arrival rates (i.e. event or future growth), more or less
variable speeds (such as less delay at intersections due to bus priority measures),
faster and less variable boarding rates (auto on-person detection of fare payment
device) and reduced non-boarding time due to schedule streamlining.
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Appendix A – Orbiter Bus Timetable
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Appendix B – Manual Data Collection Form
Date
Time Started
Day
Weather
Timing Point
Eastgate Mall

The Palms

Northlands Mall
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Platform
Number
1
15152
2
26999
3
26714
4
13685
5
12431
6
12420
7
12412
8
12010
9
13323
10
13320
11
13265
12
13277
13
43908
14
39504
15
39710
16
39639
17
37946
18
37451
19
32076
20
37905
21
37967
22
37914
23
37979
24
37922
25
29294
26
37980
27
37933
28
37491
29
15650
30
37135
31
37086
32
37489
33
37436
34
37126
35
37427
36
37462
37
28882
38
37415
39
37709
40
39656
41
39660
42
37663
43
37721
44
45
37732
46
37685

Location
Linwood Ave before Cashel
Gloucester, before Tancred
Gloucester, after England
Stanmore Rd, after Haast
Stanmore Rd, before Avonside
Stanmore Rd before Alexandra
Stanmore Rd, before London
Nth Avon Rd, before Petrie
Nth Avon Rd, before Chrystal
Nth Parade, after Randall
Nth Parade, outside SBHS
Nth Parade, outside SIS
Shirley Rd, outside SIS
Shirley Rd, before Petrie
Shirley Rd, before Slater
Hills Rd, after Spurway
Hills Rd, before Whitehall
Hills Rd, before Westminister
Innes Rd, after LT off Hills
Innes Rd, after Manuka
Innes Rd, after Mahars
Philpotts Rd, after RT off Innes
Philpotts Rd, before Glenfield
Philpotts Rd, after Glenfield
Main Nth Rd, after LT off QEII Dr
Main Nth Rd, before Winters
Main Nth Rd, after Meadow
Main Nth Rd, after Grasmere
Main North Rd, before Proctor
Main Nth Rd, after Loftus
Harewood Rd, after RT off Main Nth
Harewood Rd, before Matsons
Harewood Rd, before Marble Wood
Harewood Rd, after Wilmot RHS
Harewood Rd, before Harris
Harewood Rd, before LT into Greers
Greers Rd, after Admore
Greers Rd, before Kilburn RHS
Greers Rd, after Saffron
Greers Rd, after Brookside
Greers Rd, after Clyde Rd
Greers Rd, opp BHS
Memorial Ave, opp Hampton RHS
Memorial Ave, before RT into Ilam
Ilam Rd, after RT off Memorial
Ilam Rd, before Joyce

Time
Arrived

#
Alighted

#
Boarded

Finished
Boarding

Time
Departed

Timing Point
Canterbury Uni

Westfield Riccarton

Barrington Mall

Princess Margaret

St Martins Shops
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Platform
Number
47
13671
48
38719
49
37404
50
37157
51
38408
52
37745
53
37692
54
38761
55
38301
56
38774
57
0
58
47440
59
37637
60
11460
61
37539
62
37644
63
37594
64
37541
65
37600
66
?
67
11384
68
37616
69
37093
70
37518
71
11117
72
11193
73
11129
74
11397
75
11592
76
11782
77
23165
78
11730
79
11931
80
11880
81
11004
82
11753
83
11805
84
11688
85
11908
86
11043
87
11851
88
32838
89
?
90
23411
91
37001
92
11954
93
11996
94
39694
95
29738
96
11563
97
37750
98
37853
99
11206
100 11309

Location
Ilam Rd, after Montana
Ilam Rd, UC
Waimari Rd, after LT off Homestead
Waimari Rd, outdside Bush Inn
Riccarton Rd, after Newham
Riccarton Rd, after Ilam
Riccarton Rd, after Balgay
Riccarton Rd, after Clyde
Riccarton Rd, after Puriri
Riccarton Rd before Kauri
Riccarton Rd, after Rimu
Clarence St, after Dilworth
Clarence St, after Peverel
Clarence St, after Elizabeth
Whiteleigh Ave, opp Tower Junction
Whiteleigh Ave, before Leamington
Whiteleigh Ave, before Lincoln
Barrington St, after Hammond
Barrington St, after Howard
Barrington St, after Wynchbury
Barrington St, opp Barrington Mall
Frankleigh St, after RT off Barr'ton
Frankleigh St, before LT in Lyttelton
Ltttelton St, after LT off Frankleigh
Ltttelton St, after Roberta
Lyttelton St, before Rose
Rose St, before Hoon Hay Rd
Hoon Hay Rd, opp Blakiston
Hoon Hay Rd, after Greta
Cashmere Rd, after Femiehurst
Cashmere Rd, opp Prin Marg Hosp
Cashmere Rd, after Valley
Cashmere Rd, after Crichton
Cashmere Rd, after Puraru
Cashmere Rd, after Thorrington
Centaurus Rd, after Remuera
Centaurus Rd, after Sloan
Centaurus Rd, before Major Aitken
Centsurus Rd, after Whaka
Centaurus Rd, after Austin Kirk
Centaurus Rd, while after Kowhai
DETOUR Centaurus Rd
DETOUR Wilsons Rd
DETOUR Wilsons Rd
Wilsons Rd, after Wades
St Martins Rd, after Wilsons
Ensors Rd, opp Riverlaw
Ensors Rd, before Opawa
Ensors Rd, before Sullivan
Ensors Rd, before Grenville
Aldwins Rd, after Ferry
Aldwins Rd, after Bass opp Lin Coll
Aldwins, after Harrow
Aldwins, before Marlborough

Time
Arrived

#
Alighted

#
Boarded

Finished
Boarding

Time
Departed

Appendix C – Comparison of Average Speeds between Data Sets

Average speeds between TP from ECan data from June-November 2009 (km/h)
Parameter

Eastgate
Mall

The
Palms

Northlands
Mall

Canterbury
University

Westfield
Riccarton

Barrington
Mall

Sample
Min
Max
Mean
Variance

1316
18.5
43.8
29.3
11.0

1359
13.5
47.7
35.6
17.4

1301
13.3
42.6
30.6
16.4

1367
11.3
55.2
27.2
13.8

1335
15.9
42.9
27.8
30.2

657
15.8
48.0
32.7
23.6

Princess
Margaret
Hospital
1284
28.4
65.3
47.0
27.0

St
Martins
Shops
1301
8.0
52.6
24.7
38.8

All TP’s
9920
8.0
65.3
31.9
5.2

Average speeds between TP from manually collected data in December 2011 (km/h)
Parameter

Eastgate
Mall

The
Palms

Northlands
Mall

Canterbury
University

Westfield
Riccarton

Barrington
Mall

Sample
Min
Max
Mean
Variance

12
14.7
29.1
21.7
23.7

12
24.0
30.7
26.9
4.2

13
19.2
30.5
24.0
15.7

8
13.3
26.2
18.0
21.8

12
9.5
21.8
15.8
13.4

12
17.9
29.4
23.4
13.4
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Princess
Margaret
Hospital
12
25.8
39.5
31.3
15.2

St
Martins
Shops
12
18.1
29.9
22.1
13.0

All TP’s
93
9.5
39.5
23.1
34.0

Appendix D – In-Motion Speeds Separated into on-Peak and Off-peak
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